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Endothermy has evolved multiple times not only in mammals and birds but also in ﬁshes (teleosts and chondrichthyans)

-

A chromosome-level genome sequence of the whole-body endothermic opah was generated, explaining genetic changes
in heat production and the sensory and adaptive immune system

-

Convergent evolution in endothermic vertebrate lineages was investigated, and genes essential for heart function and
metabolic heat production were screened

-

Analyses of the unique pectoral muscle of opah revealed that numerous proteins were co-opted from dorsal swimming
muscles for thermogenesis and oxidative phosphorylation
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Few ﬁshes have evolved elevated body temperatures compared with
ambient temperatures, and only in opah (Lampris spp) is the entire body
affected. To understand the molecular basis of endothermy, we analyzed
the opah genome and identiﬁed 23 genes with convergent amino acid substitutions across ﬁsh, birds, and mammals, including slc8b1, which encodes the mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+ exchanger and is essential for heart
function and metabolic heat production. Among endothermic ﬁshes, 44
convergent genes with suggestive metabolic functions were identiﬁed,
such as glrx3, encoding a crucial protein for hemoglobin maturation.
Numerous genes involved in the production and retention of metabolic
heat were also found to be under positive selection. Analyses of opah’s
unique inner-heat-producing pectoral muscle layer (PMI), an evolutionary
key innovation, revealed that many proteins were co-opted from dorsal
swimming muscles for thermogenesis and oxidative phosphorylation.
Thus, the opah genome provides valuable resources and opportunities
to uncover the genetic basis of thermal adaptations in ﬁsh.
Keywords: endothermy; opah; whole-genome sequencing; convergent
evolution; thermogenesis

INTRODUCTION
Endothermy, the ability of an organism to metabolically produce heat to
achieve a high, stable body temperature, is one of the most fascinating traits
that has evolved repeatedly.1,2 This mechanism provides some independence from environmental thermal ﬂuctuations by permitting high activity
levels even with low or variable temperatures.3 Mammals and birds
were long considered the only lineages of endothermic vertebrates, and
whole-body endothermy is thought to have evolved independently in these
two lineages.1 Except for muscular thermogenesis, in placental mammals,
metabolic heat is mainly produced by nonshivering thermogenesis in brown
adipose tissue. Heat production in birds likely occurs through muscular
thermogenesis, the production of heat through the uncoupling of calcium
ions in the sarcoplasmic reticulum of muscle cells, activated by sarcolipin.1
However, endothermy has also been discovered in other vertebrate clades,
with different types of endothermy having evolved independently at least
ﬁve times in ﬁshes (teleosts and chondrichthyans).4 The thermogenic strategies of teleosts and chondrichthyans are mainly attributed to contractions of
the slow-twitch aerobic red muscles during constant swimming, a conﬁguration often called “red muscle endothermy”.1,4 For example, tuna (Scombridae)
and mackerel sharks (Lamnidae) can elevate their core body temperature,

whereas the brain and eye regions can become warmer than ambient temperatures in billﬁshes (Istiophoridae). In contrast to such regional endothermy, opahs are the only known teleosts that can warm their entire body
by circulating locally warmed-up blood and are thus the only whole-body
endotherm species aside from mammals and birds.4–6
Opah is a large mesopelagic circumglobal species with the unique
ability to produce large quantities of metabolic heat in its dark red, aerobic pectoral musculature, putatively an evolutionary key innovation
that induces forward thrust during continuous swimming by powering
pectoral ﬁn oscillation, and this is insulated from the cold surrounding
waters by a thick layer of fatty connective tissue.7,8 Furthermore, to
reduce the cooling of warm blood in the gills, where most heat is
lost, opah has evolved a crucial second key change, a counter-current
retia mirabilia system in its gills.7 The convoluted alternating arteries
with cold-oxygenated and warm-deoxygenated blood form the basis
of the heat exchange system. With whole-body endothermy, the opah
has the capacity for enhanced physiological functions in their cold,
deep, and nutrient-rich habitats, below the ocean thermocline. Its adaptation to whole-body endothermy facilitates enhanced physiological
functions, such as increased muscle power, increased capacity for
more sustained performance, enhanced temporal resolution and neural
conductance for the eye and brain, and an increased rate of food digestion and assimilation.7 Moreover, as endothermy is thought to represent an optimum level in the trade-off between metabolism and ﬁtness,
the case of the opah can inform us of how endothermy affects organism evolution and survivorship.9,10
The ability of the opah to maintain body regions at a warmer temperature than the ambient water challenges the general concept of “coldbloodedness” in ﬁsh.3 However, unlike mammals and birds, the genetic
characteristics associated with the occurrence of endothermy in ﬁsh
have rarely been investigated. In many respects, the features of the
entirely endothermic opah provide an unparalleled model to explore
the molecular basis of endothermy as an adaptive trait in the ocean environment. In this study, we generated a chromosome-level genome of the
Smalleye Paciﬁc Opah (Lampris incognitus) (Figure 1A). We then conducted comparative genomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic analyses
to identify the molecular adaptations accompanying endothermy. In
addition, we explored the genetic patterns that are shared during the
convergent evolution of endothermy among endothermic ﬁshes, mammals, and birds.
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Figure 1. Evolutionary history of opah (A) Evolutionary key
innovations and specialized physiological features involved
in the endothermy of the Smalleye Paciﬁc Opah, Lampris
incognitus, and gene family expansion (red)/contraction
(blue) in opah and other teleosts. The bootstrap value of all
nodes is 100.
(B) Percentages of transposable elements (TEs) in the
different teleost genomes studied. LTR, long terminal repeats; LINE, long interspersed element; SINE, short interspersed element.
(C) Enriched GO functional categories that were closest to
the LTR retrotransposons (2 kb up and downstream).
(D) Expansion of LTR retrotransposon in opah, zebraﬁsh,
blueﬁn tuna, and takifugu.

RESULTS
Genome features and long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons
PacBio sequencing technology was used to generate a high-quality
genome of a male opah. We generated 183.23 Gb of PacBio clean data
with approximately 136-fold coverage. These data were assembled into a
1,367.47 Mb genome, which approximated the size estimated by k-mer distribution (1,374.37 Mb, Figure S1), with a contig N50 size of 3.819 Mb and a
scaffold N50 size of 21.58 Mb (Table S1). Hi-C reads were used to scaffold
the contig-level assemblies, resulting in 22 chromosome-level scaffolds,
which comprised the opah genome (Figures S2 and S3, Tables S2 and
S3). In total, 24,658 genes were predicted (Tables S4–S6) using a combination of de novo gene prediction programs and homology-based methods,
along with RNA-seq data. The evaluation of the genome for completeness
based on Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO; database:
vertebrata_odb9) and the Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach
(CEGMA) resulted in values of 94.08% and 98.91%, respectively (Tables S7
and S8). Genome annotation completeness was also evaluated using
BUSCO, and the results showed that our gene set contained 95.78% complete and 2.28% fragmented ortholog genes (Table S9), showing that our
gene annotation was highly complete. In total, 167 unique gene families
were identiﬁed in the opah genome compared with those in zebraﬁsh,
fugu, and spotted gar (Figure S4).
A phylogenomic analysis assigned the opah to a basal position within the
advanced spiny-rayed Teleostei clade (Acanthomorpha) (Figure S5), which is
in agreement with recent studies.11,12 The opah genome was found to
contain a relatively high percentage of transposable elements (TEs) and other
interspersed repeats (taken together, 50%). Speciﬁcally, the genome contained the highest percentage of the LTR retrotransposon superfamily
(11%) reported in any teleost to date (Figure 1B, Tables S10, and S11). Enriched genes in spatial proximity to the LTR retrotransposons (2 kb up and
downstream) were investigated to discover the evolutionary role of the
extremely high LTR content in the opah genome. Among these genes,
many gene ontology terms related to metabolism and the sensory system
were signiﬁcantly overrepresented, including the lipid metabolic process
(GO:0006629, P = 4.2e-04), ATP binding (GO:0005524, P = 1.9e-08), glycerol
transport (GO:0015793, P = 7.3e-04), oxygen transport (GO:0015671, P =
2.7e-03), and structural constituent of the eye lens (GO:0005212, P =

2

5.1e-03) (Figure 1C, Table S12). The expansion of LTRs during the evolution
of the opah might thus have affected gene expression and translocation,13
likely contributing to the endothermic ability of the opah and its adaptations
to the deep-sea environment. In opah, the LTR retrotransposons were inferred to have started expanding approximately 15 million years ago (Figure 1D), which might have coevolved with (and potentially facilitated)
whole-body endothermy.
Genome-wide signatures of convergent evolution in endothermic
lineages
A whole-body endothermic phenotype evolved independently in mammals, birds, and opahs, and we analyzed these three lineages to detect molecular signals accompanying the convergent evolution of this phenotype
(Figure 2A). After selecting ﬁve endothermic species (opah, turkey, chicken,
mouse, and human) as foreground branches, 204 genes were found to
have a convergent signature for positive selection, which were enriched in
terms related to primary metabolic processes (GO: 0044238, P = 2.3e-05),
organic substance metabolic processes (GO: 0071704, P = 8.0e-05), and
carbohydrate derivative biosynthetic processes (GO: 1901137, P = 1.7e-03)
(Table S13).
Genes with convergent amino acid substitutions were further screened
among the selected mammals, birds, and opah (Table S14). Notably,
slc8b1 (mitochondrial sodium/potassium/calcium exchanger 6) showed
signs of convergence, and it encodes the mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+ exchanger
(NCLX)14 and is essential for heart function and metabolic heat production. A
substitution site (M460I) was found to be located in the Na_Ca_ex domain
(Figure S6A, Table S14), which is conserved among ectothermic teleosts,
chondrichthyans, and reptiles. Because our orthologous gene sets comprised
only two mammals and two birds, we manually expanded the scope of this
comparison with 64 species, including 10 species of mammals, birds, and
reptiles, ﬁve amphibians, and 29 ﬁshes (Table S15). We found that the
convergent amino acid change (M460I) was restricted to the whole-body
endothermic mammals, birds, and opah and thus not found in the regional
endothermic ﬁshes, blueﬁn tuna, and great white shark (Figure S6A), implying
potentially different mechanisms for evolving whole-body and regional endothermy. Additionally, another 22 convergent genes were detected among four
of the ﬁve endothermic species (including opah; Figure 2A, Table S14).
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Figure 2. Genomic convergence analysis of endothermy in
ﬁshes (A) Phylogeny of independently evolved endothermic
vertebrates.
(B) The phylogeny consists of red muscle endothermic
ﬁshes (opah, Paciﬁc blueﬁn tuna, and great white shark) and
outgroups.
(C) Comparison of the Ka/Ks ratios of genes involved in 10
GO terms related to heat production and metabolism between the endothermic foreground branch and ectothermic
background branch of panel (B).

Despite these similarities, teleosts and chondrichthyans generally
generate heat mainly with their swim musculature, which differs from
the heat production strategy of mammals and birds.15,16 To account for
this discrepancy, we performed another convergent evolution analysis
comprising only ﬁshes, namely the opah, Paciﬁc blueﬁn tuna, and the great
white shark (Figure 2B). Firstly, positive selection analyses were conducted
with three different datasets by using either the opah, the Paciﬁc blueﬁn
tuna, or the great white shark as the foreground branch, revealing the genetic
landscape of 36 genes with adaptive mutations that occurred during the
evolution of endothermic ﬁshes (Table S16). Among them, the opa1 gene
is crucial for the maintenance of mtDNA,17 and pyroxd2 plays important roles
in regulating mitochondrial functions.18 Then, we set all three endothermic
ﬁshes as foreground branches simultaneously. A total of 112 genes were
found to have convergent signatures of positive selection, which were enriched in gene ontology terms related to a citrate lyase complex (GO:
0009346, P = 4.4e-03), energy homeostasis (GO: 0097009, P = 5.5e-03),
and mitochondrial DNA metabolic process (GO: 0032042, P = 5.5e-03) (Table
S17). In addition, we calculated the Ka/Ks ratio for each gene and found that
four GO terms related to heat production and metabolism had signiﬁcantly
higher Ka/Ks ratios in the three endothermic ﬁshes (Figure 2C, Table S18).
Among the endothermic ﬁshes, 78 convergent amino acid replacements
in 44 genes were identiﬁed (Table S19). One particular convergent amino
acid substitution was identiﬁed in all three endothermic ﬁsh species at the
V198A site of glutaredoxin 3 (glrx3) (Table S19), a gene that plays a crucial
role in Fe/S protein biogenesis and is indispensable for hemoglobin maturation.19 The convergent site V198A was found to be located in the GRX
domain, which has thiol oxidoreductase activity that is responsible for the
reduction in protein disulﬁdes or glutathione-protein mixed disulﬁdes and is
involved in cellular redox regulation. Convergent amino acid substitutions
might affect the activity of GRX, which could in turn inﬂuence the function
of Glrx3. We manually analyzed 45 bony ﬁshes and six chondrichthyans
and found that this convergent amino acid change (V198A) only existed in
the three endothermic ﬁshes (Figure S6B). This substitution is located in
the GRX domain, which is conserved among teleosts, chondrichthyans,
and lamprey, indicating the ancient and conserved role of glrx3 in binding
Fe/S clusters. In addition, three convergently changed sites (R8L, R159Q,
and S201A) in the citrate lyase subunit b -like protein (Clybl) were found to
be shared between opah and blueﬁn tuna (Table S19). Clybl plays important
roles in energy metabolism, as it encodes a malate/b-methylmalate synthase, which can convert glyoxylate and acetyl-CoA to malate or glyoxylate
and propionyl-CoA to b-methylmalate.20 Additionally, we performed convergent analysis for background (nonendothermic species), and no convergent

genes were found in either nonendothermic vertebrates (zebraﬁsh, takifugu,
medaka, lizard, snake, and elephant shark) or nonendothermic ﬁsh (takifugu,
ocean sunﬁsh, bamboo shark, whale shark, elephant shark, and lamprey). In
summary, our genome scans provide evidence of convergent selective pressures and genetic responses shared by these endothermic ﬁsh species.
Evolutionary basis of whole-body endothermy
We performed comparative genomic analyses with other ﬁsh genomes to
uncover opah-speciﬁc expanded/contracted gene families and positively
selected genes (PSGs). We identiﬁed a total of 850 (36 genes with P <
0.05) and 1,038 (38 genes with P < 0.05) gene families to be expanded or
contracted in opah, respectively (Figure 1A, Tables S20 and S21), and identiﬁed 233 genes with signatures of positive selection (Table S22). A notably
large number of expanded gene families was enriched for GO terms related
to the composition of muscle ﬁbers (e.g., actin cytoskeleton GO: 0015629,
myoﬁbril GO: 0030016) and the contractile machinery of skeletal muscle
(e.g., actin ﬁlament organization GO: 0007015, skeletal muscle thin ﬁlament
assembly GO: 0030240) (Figure 3A, Table S23). In addition, many PSGs, such
as med12, rmnd1, and alg2, are considered to be involved in the regulation of
muscle formation and development. The expanded gene families of the
structural proteins myosin, actin, and troponin encode key components of
the sarcomere structure (Figure 3B). The expanded gene families were
also enriched in the term cardiac muscle cell development (GO: 0055013),
and three PSGs, utp15 (U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 15),
utp14a (U3 small nucleolar RNA-associated protein 14 homolog A), and
robo4 (roundabout homolog 4) (Figures 3C and S7), were related to the genesis, regulation, and patterning of vasculature. A mutation in utp15 disrupts
vascular patterning in zebraﬁsh embryos,21 utp14a promotes angiogenesis,22 and robo4 is expressed in emerging blood vessels and can neutralize
signaling to maintain vessel integrity through an angiogenic factor.23 These
expanded gene families and PSGs found in opah might thus be related to
the evolution of the counter-current retia mirabilia.
The identiﬁed 233 PSGs were signiﬁcantly enriched in organic substance
metabolic processes and nitrogen compound metabolic processes (Figure 4A, Table S24). Among them, agrp regulates energy homeostasis;24
acsf4 and acot8 are involved in lipid metabolism (Figure 4B); and ndufa10,
ndufs4, and cox15 encode core proteins in the mitochondrial electron
transport chain (Figure 4C), which is crucial for oxidative phosphorylation.
Remarkably, ndufa10 also exhibited convergent amino acid changes among
the fast-running ruminant species, which require a sufﬁcient quantity of red
muscle and efﬁcient contractions to guarantee a supply of metabolic
heat.25 Moreover, gene families involved in lipid metabolism (mcadd),
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Figure 3. Genomic features related to the production and retention of metabolic heat in opah (A) The top 20 signiﬁcantly enriched GO terms for expanded gene families in
the opah genome are shown for cellular components (CCs) and biological processes (BPs). (B) PSGs (blue) and expanded genes (red) related to muscle development and
skeletal muscle contraction. (C) PSGs (blue) and expanded genes (red) are involved in vasculature genesis, regulation, and patterning.

carbohydrate metabolism (gapd, enolase), and oxidative phosphorylation
(ndufv, cytc, cox7a2, and atp1a1) were found to be expanded in the opah
genome (Figure 4C). The genetic changes detected in opah indicate
enhanced physiological functions, including increased aerobic performance,
food digestion, and assimilation.
Transcriptomic and proteomic proﬁles of opah pectoral musculature
Being the major “heat motor” for the whole-body endothermy of opah,
further studies were conducted to evaluate the evolutionary origin of the
dark red, aerobic pectoral musculature using its transcriptomic and proteomic proﬁles. Seven tissues were used to identify the tissue-speciﬁc expressed genes as follows: the inner (PMI) and superﬁcial layer (PMS) of
the pectoral musculature, dorsal musculature (DM), ventral musculature
(VM), liver, kidney, and gill (Table S25). Additionally, ﬁve tissues were used
to identify the tissue-speciﬁc expressed proteins, namely PMI, PMS, VM, liver,
and gill. Transcriptomic proﬁles revealed that the 100 genes with the highest
expression in PMI, which included many expanded gene families such as cytochrome c oxidase (cytc), ATP synthase F0 subunit 6 (atp6), glyceraldehyde3-phosphate dehydrogenase (gapdh), and troponin (troponin) (Figure 5,
Table S26). Consistent with the transcriptomic proﬁles, the 100 most abundant proteins included Cytc, Atp6, Gapdh, troponin, and myosin (Figure 5, Table S27). These proteins have been reported to be involved in cytochrome
heat production, ATP biosynthesis, glycolysis, and skeletal muscle contraction.26–28 In addition, hemoglobins were also highly expressed, which might
indicate a type of functional compensation, considering the high oxygen consumption (Tables S26 and S27).29 Taken together, the PMI highly expressed
proteins are likely involved in endothermy, providing insights into the genetic
basis for the evolutive “whole-body endothermy” of opah.
At both the structural and molecular levels, the PMI is a unique tissue that
differs from muscles in other opah regions. Previous studies have indicated
that the evolutionary origin of “new organs” or key innovations such as pectoral musculature often depends on the recruitment and co-option of genes
that were originally expressed in other tissues.30 In this study, the compara-

4

tive transcriptome analysis indicated that the PMI depends largely on genes
recruited from the segmental swimming musculature, speciﬁcally the DM
(Table S28), whereas the gene expression proﬁle of the PMS was closest
to that of VM. To determine the disparity between the PMI and other musculature, we conducted further analyses and identiﬁed 1,480, 6,645, and 4,771
differentially expressed genes in PMI versus DM, PMI versus VM, and PMI
versus PMS, respectively (Figures S8 and S9, Tables S29, 30 , and S31). In
addition, a comparative label-free proteomic approach identiﬁed 470 (149
downregulated, 321 upregulated) and 573 (402 downregulated, 171 upregulated) differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) in PMI versus VM and PMI
versus PMS, respectively (Tables S32 and S33). A Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analysis of these DEPs
revealed that the highly expressed proteins in the PMI were mainly involved
in thermogenesis and oxidative phosphorylation, indicating that there has
been an adaptive change in the heat production of the evolved musculature
(Figure S8).
Adaptive sensory and immune systems pave the way to the deep sea
In opah, approximately 5.6% (13 out of 234 genes) of the identiﬁed PSGs
play important roles in the visual system (Figure 6A, Table S22): the centrosomal protein POC5 (poc5) is a causative gene for retinal disease, and previous studies have shown that the loss of poc5 caused retinal degeneration in
zebraﬁsh;31 the mutant dynamin binding protein (dnmbp) and mitochondrial
isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase 2 (iars2) are associated with cataracts in mammals;32,33 tripartite motif-containing protein 44 (trim44) is crucial for iris
development, and the variants in trim44 are considered the major cause of
aniridia;34 biallelic mutations in the S-phase cyclin-A-associated protein in
the ER (scaper) can cause autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa with
intellectual disability;35 optic atrophy protein 1 (opa1) plays an important
role in optic nerve development.36 In addition, signiﬁcant expansions of the
b- and g-crystallin family have been found in the opah genome, which also
provide support for the enhanced visual capability of opah (Figure 6A).
However, in contrast to their enhanced eyesight, opah might have a reduced
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Figure 4. Genomic features related to the whole-body endothermy of opah (A) Top 15 enriched GO terms (category: biological process) among PSGs in the opah genome.
(B and C) Expanded genes (red) and PSGs (blue) in opah are involved in lipid metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism, and (C) oxidative phosphorylation.

olfactory performance, as they have the lowest number of olfactory receptor
genes reported to date for teleosts (only 24, compared with 26 in Hippocampus comes and 156 in Danio rerio; Figure 6B).37,38 Additionally, in the opah
genome, MHCII genes were signiﬁcantly expanded, especially in the DA group
of the MHCII b-chain (Figure S10). Compared with the DB and DE groups, the
DA group exhibited the classical characteristics of MHCII, and these genes
were found to be speciﬁcally and highly expressed in the immune tissues
(liver, kidney, and gill) of opah (Figure S11).

DISCUSSION
The evolution of endothermy in mammals and birds has been intensively
studied during the last few decades, and it has been hypothesized to confer
numerous physiological and ecological advantages.15,39 Different thermogenic strategies have been adopted by those vertebrate clades that evolved
endothermy independently;1 however, the adaptive changes that accompanied the evolution of endothermy exhibit many similarities, including a higher
metabolic rate, a higher capability of sustained aerobic performance, and
enhanced neural conductance.7,15,16 Adaptive phenotypic convergence between distantly related taxa has occurred repeatedly in nature and has generally been attributed to convergent genetic changes driven by similar selective
pressures.40–42 Several lineages of elasmobranchs and teleosts independently evolved speciﬁc forms of muscular endothermy allowing them to
elevate their body temperature relative to that of the ambient water.1 Previous

studies on tuna and the great white shark revealed convergent genetic
changes involved in oxidative phosphorylation, the Krebs cycle, muscle
contraction, and lipid and fat metabolism,15,16 and a recent study on tuna
and billﬁsh observed convergent amino acid replacements in proteins related
to heat production and the visual system.43
Fish endothermy is mainly dependent on red muscle activity, which produces heat as a by-product during muscle contraction7,15 and is located close
to the center of the body, in most endothermic species (e.g., tuna and great
white sharks).44 To achieve the extraordinarily high respiratory metabolic
rate, endothermic ﬁshes have evolved a number of key adaptations. In this
study, we found a convergent amino acid substitution at the V198A site
located in the conserved GRX domain of glrx3 for the three endothermic
ﬁshes among the 51 ﬁshes investigated. As glrx3 is indispensable for
hemoglobin maturation, the replaced amino acid in the convergent site of
the endothermic species, relative to that in ectothermic groups, might change
the ability to provide oxygen to the musculature, thus affecting muscle
strength and endurance in the opah, blueﬁn tuna, and great white sharks.
As tuna, billﬁsh, and the great white shark are only able to warm up speciﬁc
regions of their bodies, they are not typically considered warm blooded. Opah
exhibit “whole-body endothermy,” through the production of vast amounts of
heat, by constantly ﬂapping their enlarged pectoral ﬁns when continuously
swimming in a labrid fashion.7,8 In the opah genome, a substantial portion
of PSGs and expanded gene families have been identiﬁed as involved in
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Figure 5. Transcriptomic and proteomic proﬁles of the
novel pectoral musculature that was co-opted for heat production Proteomics: KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of
the upregulated DEPs of the PMI and the PMS, including
thermogenesis and oxidative phosphorylation. Endothermic
molecules: the 100 most highly expressed genes and proteins in the PMI contributing to whole-body endothermy.
Transcriptomics: the number and expression proﬁles of
genes recruited from other tissues for the development of
the dark red, aerobic PMI.

not only skeletal muscle contraction but also lipid metabolism, carbohydrate
metabolism, and oxidative phosphorylation, which coincides with expectations that endothermic species have increased metabolic rates and aerobic
capacities.15 Furthermore, the expansion of LTR retrotransposons in opah
was also suspected to regulate the transposition and expression of genes
related to heat-generating processes. Genes involved in muscle contraction
and energy metabolism were found to have high expression levels in the
PMI, which have thick ﬁbers and show a much deeper red color compared
with muscles in other regions. Interestingly, the genes in the PMI were largely
recruited from the DM rather than the PMS, suggesting that the PMI is more
derived and specialized in opah. Hence, we agree with previous studies suggesting that the novel structure and function of PMI is the key to the evolution
of endothermy in opah.

Adaptive changes have been hypothesized to have arisen in the sensory
systems of opah alongside endothermy, including enhanced temporal resolution and neural conductance for the eye and brain.7 As a high-performance
predator, opah have large eyes and are thought to rely heavily on vision to
seek and capture active prey such as fast swimming squid and ﬁsh.45 This
was also reﬂected by its genome, as crystallin genes were duplicated, and
several PSGs related to the visual system were identiﬁed; this enhanced visual capability is likely one of the beneﬁts from endothermy, since an
improvement in vision has also been reported in billﬁsh and tuna, which
are able to warm their brains and eyes.43,46 The reduced olfactory
performance might be compensated by the enhanced vision, which has
been reported to be an adaptation to facilitate habitat utilization of deep
and cold waters.38 Enhanced vision, along with an expanded thermal

Figure 6. Genomic analysis of genes related to vision and
olfaction in opah (A) Expanded genes (red) and PSGs
(blue) in opah are involved in visual development.
(B) Gene phylogeny of olfactory receptors across the genomes of opah, zebraﬁsh, fugu, and cod.
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tolerance to the nutrient-poor pelagic environment, would enable increased
access to high-energy prey and provide a strong selective beneﬁt.39 The
MHCII molecules are heterodimeric surface proteins involved in the presentation of exogenous antigens during the adaptive immune response.47 Since
endothermy represents an optimum in the trade-off between metabolism
and ﬁtness of immunity,9,10 the adaptive genetic changes in the immune system might be coordinated with the evolution of endothermy in opah. The
unique endothermy of opah has put the species in a unique situation where
it can exploit cold, nutrient-rich deep waters without the shortcomings of
reduced metabolic rates.
Conclusions
In this study, we generated a high-quality chromosome-level genome assembly of the Smalleye Paciﬁc Opah (Lampris incognitus). By comparing
the opah with mammals, birds, and other regionally endothermic ﬁshes,
strong genomic signatures of convergent evolution in the heat production
process and visual system were identiﬁed. We identiﬁed a large number of
positively selective genes and expanded gene families in the opah genome
that are involved in the processes of skeletal muscle contraction, lipid metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism, and oxidative phosphorylation, among
others, indicating that they are part of the genomic basis for whole-body
endothermy. Our transcriptomic and proteomic analyses showed that genes
involved in muscle contraction and energy metabolism have high expression
levels in the PMI, which might be the evolutionary key innovation involved in
the evolution of whole-body endothermy. These adaptations might explain
how opahs can have such an active lifestyle in cold and deep-sea
environments.
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Supplemental Materials and Methods
Sample collection and identification
A mature male opah with a total length of 110 cm and with a body weight of approximately
65 kg was collected from the East China Sea by pelagic fishing, and seven tissues, the PMI, PMS,
DM, VM, liver, kidney, and gill, were dissected. The opah was identified as a Smalleye Pacific
Opah, Lampris incognitus, on the basis of morphological observations and genetic markers
reported by Underkoffler et al in 20181.
Sequencing and assembly of Lampris incognitus
The opah genome was sequenced using DNA isolated from muscle samples. The Illumina
short reads from the 250 bp and 500 bp libraries were used for k-mer frequency analyses of the
genome. The genomic DNA was fragmented to 20 kb and sequenced with the Pacific Biosystems
RSII platform (Pacific Biosciences, USA). After filtering out low-quality and duplicate reads, we
generated 20.98 million PacBio clean reads (totalling 183.23 Gb, an approximately 136-fold
coverage of the estimated 1.37 Gb genome) with N50 read lengths of 15 kb and max read lengths
of 41 kb. The Pacbio clean reads were corrected using the error correction module of Canu v.1.5
to select for longer subreads. The output subreads of Canu were further corrected using Illumina
1

paired-end reads. Based on these two rounds of error-corrected subreads, we generated a draft
assembly using SMARTdenovo. We constructed Hi-C fragment libraries from 300-700 bp insert
size and sequencing through Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform, and 140.01 Gb Hi-C data was
generated, covering approximately 102-fold of the estimated 1.37 Gb genome. HiC-Pro (version
2.8.1) was used for duplicate removal and quality controls, and the remaining reads were valid
interaction pairs for further assembly. Before chromosomes assembly, we first performed a
preassembly for error correction of scaffolds which required the splitting of scaffolds into
segments of 50 kb on average. The Hi-C data were mapped to these segments using BWA (version
0.7.10-r789) software. The uniquely mapped data were retained to perform assembly by using
LACHESIS software. Any two segments which showed inconsistent connection with information
from the raw scaffold were checked manually. These corrected scaffolds were then assembled with
LACHESIS. In addition, CEGMA (v2.5)2 and BUSCO (v2, database: vertebrata_odb9)3 were
employed to evaluate the integrity of the assembled sequence.
Genome annotation
Repeat elements in the opah genome were identified using RepeatMasker4 with the
Repbase transposable element library5. Protein-coding genes were annotated using a combination
of de novo gene prediction programs and homology-based methods, and along with RNA-Seq data,
were used to predict gene models in the opah genome. De novo prediction was performed using
Genscan6, Augustus7, GlimmerHMM8, GeneID9, and SNAP10. For the homology-based analysis,
we aligned the protein sequences of Danio rerio (GCF000002035.6), Oryzias latipes
(GCF002234675.1), and Hippocampus comes (GCA001891065.1) to the opah genome, conducted
a precise spliced alignment, and predicted gene structures using GeMoMa11. Transcriptome-based
predictions were conducted using TransDecoder (http://transdecoder.github.io), GeneMarkS-T12,
and PASA13. Finally, we combined the results from these three methods with EvidenceModeler14,
and all gene models were further annotated using TrEMBL15, NR16, GO17, KOG18, and KEGG19
databases. GO enrichment analysis was performed using the OmicShare tools, a free online
platform for data analysis (www.omicshare.com/tools).
Ortholog identification and phylogenetic analysis
Complete single copy genes were predicted using the Augustus software (version 3.3),
combined with HMM models based on Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs
2

(BUSCO) of Actinopterygii, from the genomes of opah and additional 16 ray-finned fishes,
including zebrafish (Danio rerio, GCF000002035.6), stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus,
GCA016920845.1), fugu (Takifugu rubripes, GCF901000725.2), ocean sunfish (Mola mola,
GCA001698575.1),

Pacific

bluefin

tuna

(Thunnus

orientalis,

http://nrifs.fra.affrc.go.jp/ResearchCenter/5_BB/genomes/Tuna_DNAmicroarray/index.html),
tongue sole (Cynoglossus semilaevis, GCF000523025.1), Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua,
GCF902167405.1), snailfish (Liparis tanakae, GCA006348945.1), Japanese medaka (Oryzias
latipes, GCF002234675.1), lined seahorse (Hippocampus erectus, PRJNA613175), Asian
bonytongue (Scleropages formosus, GCF900964775.1), giant fin mudskipper (Periophthalmus
magnuspinnatus, GCF009829125.1), Chinese large-mouth catfish (Silurus meridionalis,
GCA014805685.1), Indo-Pacific tarpon (Megalops cyprinoides, GCF013368585.1), northern pike
(Esox Lucius, GCF011004845.1), and spotted gar (Lepisosteus oculatus, GCF000242695.1) as
outgroup. For each gene family, protein sequences of orthologous genes were extracted from
different species and multiple alignments were performed using MAFFT. The trimmed multiple
alignment of each gene family was generated using Gblocks with the allowed gap positions set to
‘With Half’. The ModelFinder software was used to identify the best suitable model of the trimmed
alignment, and the maximum likelihood tree was generated using IQtree with 100 bootstrap
replicates. The final species tree was inferred using the ASTRAL-II software with individual
IQtree-estimated protein trees of all identified single-copy gene families.
RNA sequencing and analysis
Raw reads from seven different tissues, in a FASTQ format, were first processed using inhouse Perl scripts. Then, clean reads were mapped to the opah genome using the TopHat2 program.
Gene expression levels were estimated with fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments
(FPKM values) using the Cufflinks program. A Pearson correlation across all samples was
conducted to evaluate the correlation across all samples.
Transcriptomes from the seven tissues were used to identify tissue-specific expressed genes
in PMI. We calculated tissue specificity indices as follows: first, we filtered out weakly expressed
genes (the maximum FPKM in all tissues was less than 1), then we used the remaining opah genes
to calculate τ tissue-specific expression indices according to previous studies20,21. Genes
specifically expressed in the dark red aerobic pectoral musculature were defined as those that have
a τ index exceeding 0.8 and have the highest, or second highest, expression in the dark red aerobic
3

pectoral musculature. The DEGs were checked using DESeq2 and were identified based on
corrected p-values (Q-value) and false discovery rates with a log2 (fold change) > 1 and a corrected
P value < 0.05.
Experimental procedure for the proteomic analysis
Three pseudo-replicates of each fish tissue (PMI, PMS, VM, LI, GI) were grinded while
submerged in liquid nitrogen and then suspended in 10% w/v trichloroacetic acid/acetone for
protein extraction, following the published protocol22. Protein quantification was performed using
a 2D Quant kit (GE Healthcare, San Francisco, CA). After adjusting the pH to 8.5 with 1 M
ammonium bicarbonate, 200 μg of protein from each sample was transferred into a Microcon-10
kDa Centrifugal Filter Unit with Ultracel-10 membrane (Merck Millipore, USA), reduced with 50
mM dithiothreitol, carboxyamidomethylated with 50 mM iodoacetamide, and then washed five
times with 8 M urea to elute impurities. Proteins were then digested twice with Trypsin Gold
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA), desalted with Sep-Pak C18 solid phase column (Waters, Milford,
MA, USA), and then evaporated and reconstituted in 0.1% formic acid. Peptide fractionations were
performed through a peptide bridged ethyl hybrid (BEH) C18 Column (2.1×150 mm, 1.7 μm,
Waters, USA) using an ACQUITY UPLC H-Class system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA). Each
peptide sample was separated into 10 fractions, desalted, vacuum-dried, and re-dissolved in 0.1%
formic acid.
Each fraction of the peptide mixtures was analysed with an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Tribrid
mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, USA) interfaced to a Dionex UltiMate3000 RSLCnano
HPLC system (Thermo Scientific, USA). The mass spectrometer was operated in the data
dependent acquisition mode. The parameter settings for MS1 were: orbitrap resolution at 120,000,
scan range at 350–1800 m/z, auto gain control (AGC) target at 4.0e5, maximum injection time of
50 ms, radio frequency lens at 40%, centroid data type, charge state at 2–7, dynamic exclusion for
30 s using a mass tolerance of 10 ppm, and internal calibration using m/z 445.12. Parameter
profiles for dd MS2 were: orbitrap resolution at 15,000, isolation window at 1.6 m/z, HCD
activation type with 30% collision energy, maximum injection time of 40 ms, AGC target at 5.0e4,
and with a centroid data type.
Spectral matching was performed using the MaxQuant software (Version 1.5.2.8) against a
protein sequence database constructed from the genome and metatranscriptome23. To reduce the
probability of false identification, the false discovery rate estimated by a target-decoy approach
4

was set to less than 1% for both peptide and protein levels. Both unique and razor peptides were
used to obtain intensity-based absolute quantification (iBAQ) values calculated by MaxQuant
software. DEPs were chosen based on a fold change > 1.5 and a P value < 0.05. Proteins were
functionally annotated against the NCBI non-redundant protein (NCBInr), GO, and KEGG
databases. GO and KEGG enrichment analyses for DEPs were conducted by GOseq R package
and KOBAS software, respectively.
Gene family expansion/contraction
Protein datasets of opah and another eight ray-finned fishes were involved in the gene
family expansion/contraction analysis, including zebrafish, stickleback, fugu, ocean sunfish,
tongue sole, Atlantic cod, snailfish, and spotted gar. The divergence time was estimated using
MCMCtree version 4.524 with topology of the species tree and three calibration time points,
including zebrafish-stickleback: ~149.85–165.2 Mya25, snailfish-stickleback: 32–73 Mya26, and
ocean sunfish-fugu: 60.8–80.8 Mya27. The expansion and contraction of gene families in the opah
genome were calculated by the CAFÉ program (v 3.1) based on the birth-and-death model28. The
parameters ‘-p 0.01, -r 10,000, -s’ were set to search the birth and death parameters (λ) of genes
based on a Monte Carlo resampling procedure, and birth and death parameters in gene families
with the p-values ≤ 0.01 were reported. The gene families with no homology in the SWISS-PROT
database were filtered out to reduce the potential false positive expansions or contractions caused
by gene prediction.
Identification of PSGs
One-to-one orthologous genes were obtained from the same species selected for the gene
family expansion/contraction analysis. Positive selection analyses were conducted with the
branch-site model using PAML29. We compared model A (allows sites to be under positive
selection; fix_omega = 0) with the null model A1 (sites may evolve neutrally or under purifying
selection; fix_omega = 1 and omega = 1), with likelihood ratio tests (LRT) performed by the
Codeml program in PAML. Significance (P < 0.05) (FDR adjusted P-value < 0.05) of the
compared LRTs was evaluated by χ2 tests from PAML.
Convergent evolution analysis

5

To find convergent positively selected genes underlying the emergence of endothermy,
positive selection analyses were conducted with three different datasets by either using the opah,
Pacific bluefin tuna, or the great white shark as foreground branches. Then the positively selected
genes were intersected for further analysis.
The Ka/Ks ratio of all orthologous genes of the foreground branches (opah, Pacific bluefin
tuna, and great white sharks) were calculated by setting all three endothermic fishes as a
foreground simultaneously with branch model under two assumptions: a one-ratio model that
assumes the same Ka/Ks ratio for two clades (foreground and background branches) and a two
ratio model in which the two clades were assigned to different Ka/Ks ratios.
We investigated genome-wide signatures of convergent evolution related to endothermy in
the lineages of five endothermic species (opah, turkey, chicken, mouse, and human) and three
endothermy fish species (opah, Pacific bluefin tuna, and great white sharks), respectively. PSGs
were first identified by setting all endothermic species as foreground branches using a branch-site
model. Then the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) sequence of each inner-node in species
tree was reconstructed by using Codeml program in PAML software. Comparing the amino acid
residue of each endotherm species with that of its most recent common ancestor amino acid
residue, the observed number of convergence and parallel substitution sites were respectively
counted according to Storz’s criteria30. To filter out the noise caused by random mutation, expected
numbers of these two types of substitution under JTT-fgenes amino acid substitution models31 of
each PSG were calculated between the endotherm species, and MRCA and Poisson test were
conducted to verify statistically significant differences (P < 0.05) between observed and excepted
values. Finally, a gene with non-random convergent and/or parallel substitution amino acid sites
that also was identified as a PSG was considered to have undergone convergent evolution32,33.
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Figure S1. K-mer distribution of the Lampris incognitus genome. The K-mer spectrum was
constructed based on a 19-mer. The figure shows the K-mer spectrum of raw reads. The x-axis
represents the K-mer depth while the y-axis represents the proportion of 19-mer with different
coverage, and the Knum is 48,102,985,862 based on 19-mer and Kdepth is 35. Therefore, the
estimated genome size of L. incognitus is around 1,374.37 Mb.
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Figure S2. A Hi-C contact map of of Lampris incognitus genomes assembly. Chromosome-level
genome assemblies comprising 22 chromosome-level scaffolds.
11

Figure S3. Genome feature of Lampris incognitus. The outside circle showing the 22
pseudochromosomes in opah, and the tick marks on the axis for LG01 are common for all such
axes (Mb). The grey circle represents the gene density; The purple circle represents GC content.
The blue circle represents density of repeated elements. The centre shows syntenic links between
genes located on 22 pseudochromosomes.
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Figure S4. Venn diagram of the distribution of shared orthologous clusters among the 4 teleost
species. (A) Orthologous cluster numbers detected in the genomes of opah, zebrafish, takifugu,
and spotted gar. (B) Venn diagram of shared orthologous gene families in opah, zebrafish,
takifugu, and spotted gar.
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Figure S5. Syntenic and phylogenetic analysis of opah. (A) Syntenic regions between opah
pseudochromosome and zebrafish chromosomes. (B) Phylogeny of opah and other teleost fishes,
the spotted gar was used as the outgroup species.
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Figure S6. Convergent molecular evolution in Slc8b1 and Glrx3 proteins in endothermic species.
(A) Comparison of the convergent amino acid substitution of Slc8b1 protein among 64 vertebrate
species (including the species used in the genome-wide screen). The convergent site M460I is
located in the Na_Ca_ex domain and the amino acid M only occurs in endothermic mammals,
birds, and opah (red). (B) Comparison of the convergent amino acid substitution of Glrx3 protein
among lamprey and 51 fish species (including the species used in the genome-wide screen). The
convergent site V198A is located in the GRX domain and the amino acid A only occurs in three
endothermic fishes (red).
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Figure S7. Comparison of the amino acid substitution of positive selected genes (utp14a and
utp15) involved in the development of counter-current heat exchanger. (A) Schematic
representation of the counter-current retia mirabilia inside the gill arch of opah. (B) Alignment of
Utp14a and Utp15 amino acid sequences of opah and other 8 teleost species, and the positively
selected sites are boxed in red.
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Figure S8. Transcriptomic and proteomic analysis of different opah tissues. (A) Transcriptomic
correlation analysis of sequenced tissues. Pearson analysis was conducted to evaluate the
correlation across all samples based on gene expression levels (FPKM values). (B) Correlation
matrix heatmap between several tissues based on proteomic expression level. (C) Number of
significantly regulated genes (or proteins) in opah PMI compared to other muscles. Red: upregulated, blue: down-regulated. (D) Enriched KEGG pathways of up-regulated proteins in PMI
compared to VM and PMS.
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Figure S9. GO and KEGG enrichment analysis of DEGs between dark red aerobic pectoral
musculature and other muscles. (A,C,E) Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of the DEGs
was implemented by the GOseq R packages. KOBAS software was used to test the statistical
enrichment of DEGs in KEGG pathways. (B,D,F) KEGG analysis of these genes revealed that
the most significant enriched pathways of the up-regulated genes of the dark red aerobic pectoral
musculature showed the higher expression of genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation,
galactose metabolism and insulin signaling pathway.
18

Figure S10. Phylogenetic analysis of the expanded MHCII genes. (A) Phylogenetic tree of
MHCII genes of opah (orange), zebrafish (blue), stickleback (purple), fugu (green), and tongue
sole (yellow). (B) Alignment of MHCII amino acid sequences.
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Figure S11. The heatmap of the expression of expanded MHCⅡgenes.
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Table S1. Genome statistics of the Lampris incognitus genome.
N50 Reads length
Contig number
N50 Contig length
Maximum contig length
Scaffold number
N50 scaffold length
Maximum scaffold length
Estimated genome size
Assembled genome size
GC content
Repeat content
Genome coverage

15.00 Kb
1584
3.71 Mb
21.58 Mb
809
61.11 Mb
126.23 Mb
1.37 Gb
1.37 Gb
45.20%
49.83%
136 ×

Table S2. Quality control parameters for the Hi-C sequencing reads.
Parameters
Number of Reads
Data Size (bp)
Q20 of fq1
Q20 of fq2
Q30 of fq1
Q30 of fq2
GC of fq1
GC of fq2

Details
467,444,773
140,008,358,626
97.45%
95.61%
93.42%
89.47%
46.04%
46.22%
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Table S3. Statistics of pseudochromosome length after Hi-C scaffolding.
Group

Cluster
Num
132
140
123
90
45
38
56
60
43
53
72
59
53
50
71
61
61
73
79
44
63
31

Cluster Len (bp)

Order
Num
64
87
65
37
29
28
40
36
29
29
26
29
27
28
36
38
29
32
36
23
29
20

Order Len (bp)

LG01
128,503,786
121,812,641
LG02
131,911,057
126,224,445
LG03
109,382,113
103,392,204
LG04
71,955,455
67,103,001
LG05
72,309,922
71,062,774
LG06
69,529,287
68,666,869
LG07
69,184,032
67,661,657
LG08
63,696,297
61,102,148
LG09
60,867,799
59,844,798
LG10
59,729,760
57,605,961
LG11
58,636,374
55,181,348
LG12
55,016,936
51,983,464
LG13
30,358,726
28,181,107
LG14
51,475,209
49,621,984
LG15
48,721,393
45,661,502
LG16
47,609,483
45,800,424
LG17
46,995,622
43,881,051
LG18
45,382,762
41,761,948
LG19
44,694,566
40,628,000
LG20
40,353,164
38,080,480
LG21
38,055,883
34,747,212
LG22
18,650,159
17,444,319
Total
1497(94.51) 1363019785(99.67) 797(53.24) 1297449337(95.19)
(Ratio %)
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Table S4. Statistics of predicted gene models in the L. incognitus genome.
Method

Ab initio

Homology-based

RNAseq
Integration

Software
Genscan
Augustus
GlimmerHMM
GeneID
SNAP
GeMoMa
TransDecoder
GeneMarkS-T
PASA
EVM

Species
Danio rerio
Oryzias latipes
Hippocampus comes
-

Gene number
29,632
40,529
113,914
27,994
61,439
23,091
20,030
21,300
98,419
56,976
27,110
24,658

Table S5. Statistics of the functional annotation.
Annotation database
GO annotation
KEGG annotation
KOG annotation
TrEMBL annotation
nr annotation
All annotated

Annotated number
12,137
14,538
16,040
23,328
23,530
23,628

Percentage (%)
49
59
65
95
95
96

Table S6. Statistics of the gene annotation.
Gene annotation
Gene number
Gene length (bp)
Average gene length (bp)
Exon length (bp)
Average exon length (bp)
Exon number
Average exon number
Intron length (bp)
Average intron length (bp)
Intron number
Average intron number

24,658
468,925,661
19,017
59,378,389
2,408.08
230,852
9.36
409,547,272
16,609.1
20,6194
8
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Table S7. Completeness of L. incognitus genome assembly assessed using BUSCO.

Complete
BUSCOs

Complete
and singlecopy
BUSCOs

Complete
and
duplicated
BUSCOs

2,433
(94.08%)

2,396
(92.65%)

37 (1.43%)

Fragmented BUSCOs

Missing
BUSCOs

Total
Lineage
BUSCOs

35 (1.35%)

118
(4.56%)

2,586

Note: BUSCO, Benchmarking Universal Single Copy Orthologs.
Table S8. Completeness of L. incognitus genome assembly assessed using CEGMA.
Number of 458
CEG present in
assembly

%of 458 CEGs
present in
assemblies

Number of 248
highly conserved
CEGs present

% of 248 highly
conserved CEGs
present

453

98.91%

243

97.98%

Note: CEGMA, Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach.
Table S9. Completeness of L. incognitus genome annotation assessed using BUSCO.

Complete
BUSCOs

Complete
and singlecopy
BUSCOs

Complete
and
duplicated
BUSCOs

Fragmented BUSCOs

Missing
BUSCOs

Total
Lineage
BUSCOs

2,477
(95.78%)

2,412
(93.27%)

65 (2.51%)

59 (2.28%)

50 (1.93%)

2,586

Note: BUSCO, Benchmarking Universal Single Copy Orthologs.
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Table S10. Statistics of repeat and TEs ratios in L. incognitus.
Type
ClassI
ClassI/DIRS
ClassI/LARD
ClassI/LINE
ClassI/LTR/Copia
ClassI/LTR/Gypsy
ClassI/LTR/Unknown
ClassI/PLE
ClassI/SINE
ClassI/TRIM
ClassI/Unknown
ClassII
ClassII/Crypton
ClassII/Helitron
ClassII/MITE
ClassII/Maverick
ClassII/TIR
ClassII/Unknown
Potential Host Gene
SSR
Unknown
Total

Number
1,248,088
25,712
316,316
544,517
18,599
148,672
21,544
159,738
5,226
6,893
871
626,035
762
8,660
1,642
2,103
589,633
23,235
6,887
3,621
93,426
1,978,057

Length (bp)
468,406,778
9,585,498
74,610,824
173,916,088
9,728,995
125,768,342
13,565,327
52,729,802
1,444,033
6,905,200
153,980
192,736,991
184,648
2,474,294
610,034
316,940
183,944,265
5,206,810
1,489,875
2,299,004
16,536,115
681,467,061

Rate (%)
34.25
0.7
5.46
12.72
0.71
9.2
0.99
3.86
0.11
0.5
0.01
14.09
0.01
0.18
0.04
0.02
13.45
0.38
0.11
0.17
1.21
49.83

Table S11. Statistics of TE content in 9 teleost species.
Species

TE content
(%)

Snailfish
Stickleback
Ocean sunfish
Takifugu
Tougue sole
Opah
Atlantic cod
Zebrafish
Spotted gar

36.38
13.91
11.49
6.72
5.85
49.83
14.26
54.94
19.77

LINE
content
(%)
9.58
3.66
5.59
2.73
1.04
12.72
1.40
3.62
5.41

LTR
content
(%)
4.61
2.66
1.12
1.09
0.08
10.90
1.23
5.00
2.55

SINE
(%)
0.69
0.55
0.53
0.27
0.22
0.11
0.43
1.81
2.73

DNA
transposons
(%)
14.26
4.20
2.20
1.30
2.45
14.09
4.69
41.04
3.54

Unclassified
(%)
6.98
2.84
0.08
1.33
2.06
1.21
6.51
3.47
5.54
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Table S12. GO enrichment of LTRs (Gypsy) nearest coding genes in L. incognitus genome.
(Excel table)
Table S13. GO enrichment of 204 genes with convergent signature for positive selection in
endothermic mammals, bires, and opah.
(Excel table)
Table S14. The convergent gene list in Mus musculus, Homo sapiens, Gallus gallus,
Meleagris gallopavo, and Lampris incognitus genome.
(Excel table)
Table S15. Sequences of slc8b1 and glrx3 downloaded from public databases
(Excel table)
Table S16. The intersected positively selected genes analysed by using the opah, Pacific
bluefin tuna, and great white sharks as foreground branches respectively.
(Excel table)
Table S17. GO enrichment of 112 genes with convergent signature for positive selection in
three endothermic fishes.
(Excel table)
Table S18. Ka/Ks ratio of all orthologous genes of lamprey and 8 fishes used in convergent
analysis.
(Excel table)
Table S19. The convergent gene list in L. incognitus, Thunnus orientalis, and Carcharodon
carcharias genome.
(Excel table)
Table S20. The list of expanded gene families in L. incognitus genome.
(Excel table)
Table S21. The list of contracted gene families in L. incognitus genome.
(Excel table)
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Table S22. The list of positively selected genes in L. incognitus genome.
(Excel table)
Table S23. GO enrichment of expanded genes in opah genome.
(Excel table)
Table S24. GO enrichment of positively selected genes in opah genome.
(Excel table)
Table S25. Transcriptome sequencing tissues and datasets of L. incognitus.
Sample ID

Tissue

Clean reads

Clean bases (Gb)

Q30 (%)

DM
VM

dorsal musculature
ventral musculature
superficial layer of the
pectoral musculature
dark red aerobic pectoral
musculature
liver
Kidney
gill

51,682,984
61,351,546

7.75
9.2

93.03
92.36

51,978,982

7.8

92.89

55,717,750

8.36

92.95

48,311,722
54,761,218
61,733,880

7.25
8.21
9.26

93.51
92.98
93.14

PMS
PMI
LI
KI
GI

Table S26. Top 100 highly expressed genes in the dark red aerobic pectoral musculature
(PMI).
(Excel table)
Table S27. Top 100 highly expressed proteins in the dark red aerobic pectoral musculature
(PMI).
(Excel table)
Table S28. Dark red aerobic pectoral musculature (PMI) -specifically expressed genes.
(Excel table)
Table S29. The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) of the dark red aerobic pectoral
musculature (PMI) and other musculatures.
(Excel table)
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Table S30. GO enrichment of the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) of the dark red
aerobic pectoral musculature (PMI) and other musculatures.
(Excel table)
Table S31. Top 20 KEGG pathways of the up-regulated genes of the dark red aerobic
pectoral musculature (PMI) and other musculatures.
(Excel table)
Table S32. The differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) of the dark red aerobic pectoral
musculature (PMI) and the superficial layer of pectoral musculature (PMS).
(Excel table)
Table S33. The differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) of the dark red aerobic pectoral
musculature (PMI) and the ventral musculature (VM).
(Excel table)
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